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Abstract—A segmentation kernel fitting technique has been 

proposed to circumvent an extreme deviation from the 

exponentially steeping descent tail distribution in the 

deconvolution. The proposed technique regenerates each 

segmented distribution line by finding the minimum of 

unconstrained multivariable function using derivative-free 

method. We decomposed the convolution effects of the two 

types of the minimum operating voltage variations caused 

by the spatially random threshold variation (VDDSPAT) and 

the temporally random threshold variation (VDDTIME), 

respectively. We discussed the VDDSPAT and VDDTIME 

effects on the SRAM fail-bit count (FBC) based on the 

decomposing results. It is found that the FBC estimation 

error for the proposed one can be reduced to almost 14-

orders of magnitude smaller than that for the off-the-shell 

functions.  

 

Index Terms—deconvolution,   Random telegraph noise, 

MATLAB-deconvolution function, SRAM margin variation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ordinary SRAM fail-bit count estimation relied on the 

normal distribution model for simplicity. Thus, the 

convolution and the deconvolution could be simply 

calculated by the addition subtraction. 

However, once the tail length of the t becomes no 

longer ignored in comparison with the s, the ordinary 

brief calculation method cannot be used anymore, as 

shown in Fig. 1 [1]-[6]. This is because the shape of the 

tail distribution of t doesn’t follows the normal 

distribution but obeys log-normal typed distributions [1]-

[3], [5], [6]. 

In this paper, VDD denotes for the SRAM operating 

voltage. s and t represent for the SRAM minimum VDD 

distributions VDDSPAT and VDDTIME effected by the 

spatially random threshold variation and the temporally 

random threshold variation, respectively. 

To find the most accurate way instead of the ordinary 

brief estimation means, we experimentally measured the 

error of the deconvolution results for all available 
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MATLAB functions [7]-[13]. Then, we investigated the 

two error dependencies of 1) tail length of VDDTIME 

distribution t and 2) deconvolution algorithm to figure out 

the root causes for the error [14]-[19]. Based on the root 

causes analyses, we proposed a practical technique to 

circumvent the root causes for the errors. This paper is an 

extended version of work published in [20]. In this paper, 

VDDTIME and the VDDSPAT distributions are denoted by t 

and s. They are assumed to obey Gamma G(α, β) and 

Normal N(σ, μ) distributions, respectively.  

To normalize the variation amplitude of t to s, s is plot 

with distribution of N(σ=1.0, μ=0).  

Three tail-length cases of t for VDDTIME-1, VDDTIME-2, 

and VDDTIME-3 are assumed. They correspond to the 

variation amplitude distributions for the scaling MOSFET 

device dimension of a 40 nm, 15 nm, and 8 nm, 

respectively (see Fig. 1 (a), (b), and (c)).  
The rest of the sections are divided into 4. Section 2 

discusses the deconvolution error comparisons among all 

available off-the-shell functions. Section 3 proposes the 

deconvolution technique algorithm to circumvent the 

extreme error. The advantages over the conventional ones 

are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper. 

 
Figure 1. Convolution of VDDTIME t with VDDSPAT s i.e., conv= s⊗t in 

case of (a) t<s, (b) t=s, (c) t>s and (d) deconvolution of t of conv with s, 

i.e., t=conv ⊗-1s. 

II. OFF-THE-SHELL DECONVOLUTION FUNCTIONS 

A. Algorithm Dependencies of the Errorures 

We compared the algorithms for the 4 available 

functions: “deconv”, “deconvreg”, “deconvrls” and 
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“deconvlucy”. In this paper, we named these MATLAB 

functions as “off-the-shell” functions. 
1) “deconv” uses an algebraic inverse way. This relies 

on the successive derivative operations. It causes a 

long polynomial division by zero and successive 

positive feedback error accumulation.  It can be 

most easily seen the V-shaped error phenomena 

(see Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 3 (a)).  

2) “deconvreg” uses a regularized digital filter (see 

Fig. 2 (b)) to constrain the least square 

optimization error amount in the positive feedback 

loop between the estimated t(x) and the true one 

t(x). This can limit the amplitude of the ringing 

phenomena but the level is not sufficient. 

3) “deconvrls” (see Fig. 2 (c)) uniquely introduces the 

recursive adaptive filtering to reduce the noise 

amplification. This improves the error level but 

still is too large. 

4) “deconvlucy” (see Fig. 2 (d)) uses the Richardson-

Lucy (R-L) algorithm [13]-[17], [21]. Only this 

algorithm is categorized into the forward base 

deconvolution in comparison with other inverse 

problem based algorithm. However, this algorithm 

is not derivative free but still need the derivative 

operation for the maximum-likelihood (MLE) 

gradient iteration processes. Thus, this still causes 

an extreme deviation from the true value. 

 

Figure 2. Off-the-shell functions: (a) deconv, (b) deconvreg, (c) 

deconvrls Modified function, and (d) deconvlucy. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Deconvolution of t with s and conv with different algorithms: 

(a) deconv and deconvreg (b) deconvrls and (c) deconvlucy. 

Fig. 3 plots the five-curves for s, t, conv, t, and conv. 

Where, t=conv⊗-1
s and conv=s⊗t, respectively. The x-

axis is for the “raw score” that represents the scale of the 

tail length of the t, conv, t, and conv in comparison with 

the normalized s=N(σ=1.0, μ=0). Y-axis is for the log-

scaled probability density function (pdf). The tail length 

of t for the VDDTIME-3 is longer than that for s for the 

VDDSPAT, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The Y-positions 

indicated by the arrows for10
3
 bit, 10

6
 bit, 10

9
 bit, and 

10
12

 bit corresponds to the probability where only one bit 

fails of the whole bits, respectively. 

It is found in Fig. 3 (a) that 1) “deconv” causes V-

shaped error on t in x>2, 2) “deconvreg” avoids the V-

shaped error but still exhibits a ringing behavior, 3) the 

effects of the ringing error on the conv are significantly 

large in x>9. Since the curve of conv is deviated from the 

true line, the cumulative density function (cdf) of conv 

cannot be calculated. This means that the fail-bit count 

(FBC) cannot be precisely estimated.  

It is found in Fig. 3 (b) that “deconvrls” reduces the 

ringing on t line but still huge error remains in x> 9. As a 

result, the curve of conv is largely deviated from the true 

line. 

It is also shown in Fig. 3 (c) that “deconvlucy” avoids 

the high-frequency noises unlike others. However, a low-

frequency ringing error on t and conv still remains. As a 

result, the cdf of conv that corresponds to FBC has large 

error.  

From the requirement points of view for “SRAM FBC 

analyses”, the pdf error level must be smaller than 10
-12

. 

This is because a 10
-12

 corresponds to one-bit fail-

probability for 1T-bit SRAM. 

B. Discussions on Off-the-Shell Deconvolution 

Function 

From the requirement points of view for “SRAM FBC 

analyses”, the pdf error level must be smaller than 10
-12

. 

This is because a 10
-12

 corresponds to one-bit fail-

probability for 1T-bit SRAM. In that sense, it is 

concluded that the off-the-shell functions cannot be used 

for the FBC estimation of deep nanometer scaled SRAMs. 

This is because the tail length of the VDDTIME 

distribution t becomes longer as the SRAM device size is 

scaled down.  

Thus, to solve this problem, we propose a new 

deconvolution algorithm free from the derivative 

operation and the maximum-likelihood steep gradient 

iterations. 
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III. FORWARD BASE DECONVOLUTION ALGORITHM 

The proposed algorithm eliminates the need of the 

differentiation, division, and the MLE steep gradient 

iteration, as shown in Fig. 4 (a).  

1) VDDTIME
(i)

 is approximated by the gamma 

distribution, i.e., VDDTIME
(i)

=e×gamma[α, β] with 

three parameters of α (shape), β (inverse scale) 

and e (peak value).  

2) Optimization problem to seek the parameter set 

FP[e, α, β] of fitting function VDDTIME
(i)

 for 

minimizing (|conv-conv
(i)

|). Where 

VDDTIME
(i)

=e×gamma[α, β] and conv
(i)

 is the 

convolution of VDDTIME
(i) 

with VDDSPAT, i.e., 

(conv=s⊗t)  

3) “fmin-search” in MATLAB to find the minimum of 

unconstrained multivariable function allowing a 

derivative-free method (|conv-conv
(i)

|). 
We named this “Fmin-search forward problem based 

deconvolution (FsrchDCV)” algorithm [18]-[20]. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. (a) Concept of fmin-search deconvolution algorithm 

(FsrchDCV), (b) VDDTIME-2 deconvolution result using FsrchDCV, and 

(c) x-poistion dependency of Relative errors of the deconvolution error. 

The VDDTIME-2 deconvolution result is shown in Fig. 

4 (b). The deconvoluted curves of the VDDTIME-2 are 

smoothed without any ringing errors across the full range 

of x.  

However, more probability density populated zone 

around x=0 accounts for a large fraction of the overall cdf. 

As a result, the pdf error is best reduced only around x=0. 

Unfortunately the errors in the tail region (x=6) is being 

left as it is. We cannot ignore the degree of error in the 

tail region. This is because the required level for the 

SRAM fail probability analysis is extremely low, e.g., 

pdf<10
-12

.  

In order to meet the requirements, a segmented 

FsrchDCV (SFsrchDCV) is newly introduced. 

IV. PROPOSED SEGMENTED FSRCHDCV (SFSRCHDCV) 

ALGORITHM 

The proposed algorithm steps consist of the following 

four steps [20]: 

1) Fitting curve for VDDTIME
(i)

 is divided into N 

segmentation (VDDTIME k
(i)

: k=1 to N). 

2) The last line-segment of (VDDTIME 1
(i)

: VDDTIME k-1
(i)

) 

is extended with the new segmentation of  

VDDTIME k
(i)

.   

3) The line of conv
(i)

=[seg(VDDTIME 1
(i)

: VDDTIME k-1
(i)

) 

+VDDTIME k
(i)

] ⊗ VDDSPAT (see Fig. 5).  

4) The process of finding the best VDDTIME
(i)

 takes the 

step by step manner from k=1 to N.  

Once the best VDDTIME k
(i)

 is found in each segment, 

its value is temporally fixed when seeking the next 

VDDTIME k+1
(i)

 . 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. (a) Flow, (b) Concept of proposed segmented FsrchDCV 
algorithm (SFsrchDCV), and (c) deconvolution relative errors between 

FsrchDCV and SFsrchDCV (this work). 

Each optimization step is isolated from the populated 

zone. Thus the optimization process can be well focused 

even at the end of the lines (k=N) in the interest zone.  

The 3-orders of magnitude error reduction is achieved 

in comparison with the non-segmentation case, as shown 

in Fig. 5 (c). This results from that each optimization can 

be focused in individual segment unlike the case without 

segmentation manner. As a result, the error level has no x 

position dependency. 

V. CDF ERRORS AND ITERATIONS FOR VDDTIME-1,2,3 

The convergence speed of the cdf error reduction are 

compared among the different algorithm.  The tail length 
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dependencies are compared among the VDDTIME-1, 

VDDTIME-2, and VDDTIME-3. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. Cdf-errors comparisons among the proposed SFsrchDCV, 

“deconvreg”, “deconvrls”, and “deconvlucy” for VDDTIME-1, VDDTIME-
2, and VDDTIME-3: (a) 1K-bit × 1000 pieces=1Mbit and (b) 1Gbit × 

1000 pieces=1Tbit. 

The memory bit density dependencies is also compared 

between 1Mbit (1000-pieces of 1K-bit SRAM) and 1T-bit 

(1G-bit SRAMs), as shown in Figs. 6a-6b. It is shown 

that the proposed SFsrchDCV can reduce the cdf error by 

10
12

 to 10
14

-fold in comparison with off-the-shell 

functions. It is found that the errors can be reduced with 

increasing the iteration cycles by using the proposed 

scheme. This results from the reduced optimization width 

allowing an increase in resolution of the deconvolution 

step. This is the clear contribution of the proposed 

algorithm. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The segmented deconvolution technique (SFsrchDCV) 

is proposed which is free from any derivative operations 

causing the ringing error.  The effectiveness of the 

SFsrchDCV algorithm is shown based on the error 

comparison results. It is found that the proposed 

SFsrchDCV provides a 3-orders and 14-orders of 

magnitude error reduction in the VDDTIME deconvolution 

in comparison with FsrchDCV and the off-the-shell 

functions, respectively. 
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